
What is SAFTPRO?

An “off-the-shelf” software solution that reduces contextual costs, fraud and tax evasion by offering 
Tax Authorities an integrated vision of all transactions occurring within a given economy.

Fraud and tax evasion are two major concerns for governments. They are synonyms of informal 
economy growth, restricting available budgets, compromising social welfare and creating unfair 
competition between organizations. SAFTPRO was designed to address both these issues.

Features for Tax Authorities (Systems Operations):

> Dashboard with key-indicators and statistics

> Real-time monitoring of uploads
> Resource management by upload process 

(bandwidth assigned to a process)
> Submission process can be cancelled
> System bandwidth definition
> File limit error per submission process

Features for end-users:

> Uploading XML files via web platform
> Sending XML files via web service
> visualization of Information submitted using 

multiple criteria
> Data uploading information 
> Submission process can be cancelled
> Visualization of detected errors in real-time

Features for Tax Authorities (Development):

> Running in tax clearing based VAT system 
or/and post-audit VAT system 

> Syntactic and semantic validation
> Possibility of using OSGi extensions
> Possibility of customized fields in the file 

upload form
> Integration with other systems 

(authentication, authorization…) 
> Integration with the Tax Authorities' service 

portals with customized graphic identity and 
interface standards, if necessary 

Features

SAFTPRO is a modular solution, providing 
several features to simplify not only the 
fulfilment of obligations by the end-users, 
but also streamline the control and 
management of this process by the Tax 
Authorities:
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ADDITIONAL MODULES

In addition to the core SAFTPRO modules, there are additional modules that
you may want to use, including the following:

WHY SAFTPRO?

SAFTPRO is a robust solution, which brings several benefits, both for end-users and for Tax Authorities:

A single tool

Improved quality service

Control & management 
of all process

An integrated solution to 
collect and process SAF-
T files, adjustable to the 
business rules and 
specific needs of each 
entity. 

Fast process, based on a single 
iteration, which simplifies the 
fulfillment of SAF-T obligations. 

BackOffice features 
contribute to effective 
control and management 
of the entire process.

Fewer resources needed

Automatic validation and system 
bandwidth definition enable 
more efficient use of resources. 

SAFTPRO by Opensoft

Opensoft is a Portuguese company with 20 years of experience in software engineering 
and technology consulting. 
We develop solutions that quickly process large volumes of information and integrate 
complex business rules, security, and confidentiality mechanisms.

www.opensoft.pt

comercial@opensoft.pt

E-FATURA MODULE

e-Fatura allows you to centralize the
information of all the invoices that are issued
to a given taxpayer. This information can be
consulted by both merchants and consumers.

One of the great advantages of this module is
that it will allow you to quickly identify
anomalous situations and reduce the time
needed to correct them. With the billing
information of companies/traders being
communicated regularly (frequency is
customized), it is possible for tax services to
obtain an almost real-time perception of what
is happening in the companies, and can act on
the information obtained almost immediately,
if necessary. It also has the advantage of
involving citizens in the entire process.

DRAW MODULE

The draw module has direct integration with e-
Fatura, and it enables the creation of draws that
reward consumers.

All invoices issued and communicated to the Tax
Authorities with the consumer's tax
identification number allow taxpayers to receive
coupons for one or more drawings.

Taxpayers can obtain general information about
the prizes, results of each draw, and check if
they won a prize.

The coupons depend on the invoices
communicated by merchants/companies and
consumers using the e-Fatura module, which is
also responsible for identifying the invoices
eligible for the draws, the automatic creation of
coupons, and carrying out the respective draws.


